Seeking Nominations: 2018 BSPA Publication Award for Innovation in Behavioral Policy

Dear Colleagues,

The Behavioral Science & Policy Association (BSPA) invites nominations for its first annual award for innovation in Behavioral Policy. BSPA’s Behavioral Policy award recognizes research that advances rigorous application and development of behavioral/social science to policy and practice in public, private and non-profit sectors. Its goal is to encourage work that has potential to improve the quality of life of individuals and/or organization. We will consider all research published, in journals or as books, in the years 2015-2017. The date must be the in-print date rather than the on-line date. You may send nomination via an email to the following address: awards@behavioralpolicy.org

Please write BSPA Prize Nomination' in the subject line. Note that you are allowed to nominate your own work.

The deadline for submitting a nomination is April 2, 2018.

Winner(s) will be announced at BSPA’s annual conference, May 18, 2018 in Washington D.C. For more information on the annual conference see: https://behavioralpolicy.org/bspa-events/bspa-annual-conference-2018/

BSPA is a global community of behavioral scientists, public and private sector policy makers and other practitioners whose mission is to promote the thoughtful application of rigorous behavioral science research in ways that serve the public interest. BSPA sponsors workshops, conferences, and publications, including Behavioral Science & Policy and the Behavioral Scientist blog. For more information on BSPA see: https://behavioralpolicy.org
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